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UNIT 18

One dark, cloudy day it was raining. The clouds were [1]grey and everyone ran for shelter.

When it was pouring, there was [2]lightning . It flashed; it lit up the sky and caused children to

[3]scream . All day long the rain fell to the streets. Everyone was rushing for [4]shelter .

There was a big wind. There were a lot of puddles as the men and women waited for the

[5]bus . When the bus arrived, everyone scurried on board to get out of the [6]rain .

On the bus was a little [7]girl called Sarah; she had been in the city to buy a new dress for

her [8]birthday party. She squeezed on a seat next a woman and her young child. As the bus

lurched forward, Sarah looked in her shopping bag to find her [9]dress had been ruined by

the rain. She was [10]upset . When the bus stopped near her house, she climbed out. On

the side of the road she saw a stray [11]puppy that was lost. Sarah forgot about her dress

as she had discovered that other living things are not as [12]lucky as her. She took the

puppy home and gave it somewhere warm to stay for the night.

A.  girl B.  shelter C.  scream D.  birthday
E.  lucky F.  dress G.  lightning H.  puppy
I.  rain J.  grey K.  upset L.  bus

Beginning Middle End

Editing ~ Punctuation, find where the missing punctuation should be placed.

on the weekend, the family went to the zoo it was raining on the ferry luckily they packed their

raincoats

they walked through puddles and under dripping branches

they saw the lions then they went to feed the monkeys after that, they had a picnic lunch on the

grass

A.  7 (ABC) B.  7 (.)


